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Subject: Letter concluding pre-notification contacts regarding "Finnmarkshallen"

Dear Sir/Madam,

Further to the pre-notification information you submitted to the Competition and State Aid
Directorate of the EFTA Surveillance Authority ("CSA"), in particular your letters of 1l
March 2}l5,t l5 May 20152 and 29 June 2015,3 I have set out below CSA's preliminary
conclusions regarding the pre-notified measure. The measure in question relates to the
planned upgrade of Finnmarkshallen in Alta for which the projected costs amount to NOK
110 million.

Having assessed the information, CSA has come to the preliminary conclusion that the pre-
notified measure is unlikely to have more than a marginal effect on trade between the
Contracting States within the meaning of Article 61(l) of the EEA Agreement and thus that
it does not involve state aid.

CSA has come to this conclusion based on an assessment of the services that are to be offered
by Finnmarkshallen outside of the hours of use by Alta High School. More specifically, CSA
considered whether the new gym facility, the leasing of new offices and the organisation of
non-sporting events at Finnmarkshallen could be capable of affecting trade between the
Contracting States.

As regards the new gym facility, it appears that Finnmarkshallen will not be offering separate
gym memberhsips, nor will it have a separate pricing list for the gym. Further, the school will
be paying for the equipment and Finnmarkshallen's operating company will not be able to
rent the gym room out without the school's permission. As for the new offices, your
submissions state that the intention is to rent these offices out to local administrative sports

associations and that there is no intention to advertise them on the open market.

The pre-notification submission describes a number of non-sporting events that have taken
place at Finnmarkshallen over the past 20 years or so and sets out the projected use once the
extension works have been completed. It appears that there have been a few events over the
past 20 years that might be considered to be important enough for Finnmarkshallen to have
been competing with other venues around the country and possibly attracting foreign
customers. However, such events have occurred only rarely and, with one exception, have
generated very little revenue for Finnmarkshallen. Up until now therefore, it would seem that
such events have had, at most, a marginal effect on trade between the Contracting States.

I Doc. No. 750171.
2 Doc. Nos. 757490 and757491.
3 Doc. Nos. 762755 and762756.
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Furthermore, the 25 June 2015 submission notes that there are no current plans for hosting
intemational events at Finnmarkshallen in 2015 or in the following years.

Consequently, and based on information regarding the projected use of Finnmarkshallen after
the extension works, CSA has concluded that these activities are unlikely to have more than
a marginal effect on trade between the Contracting States. However, the actual use of
Finnmarkshallen should be monitored on a regular basis to ensure that no state aid is granted.

This is a letter concluding the pre-notification contacts in the case at hand in accordance with
paragraph 16 of the Authority's Guidelines on Best Practice for the conduct of state aid
control procedures. It represents CSA's informal preliminary assessment, and it is as such not
binding on the Authority. The Norwegian authorities remain free to notify the measure to the
Authority should they deem it necessary to obtain a formal decision on the measure pursuant
to Article 4 of Part II of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement.

Yours

._->

Director
Competition and State Aid Directorate


